Recent advancements of human iPSC derived cardiomyocytes in drug screening and tissue regeneration
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Abstract: Myocardial infarction together with subsequent heart failures are among the main reasons for death related to cardiovascular diseases (CVD). Restoring cardiac function and replacing scar tissue with healthy regenerated cardiomyocytes (CMs) is a hopeful therapy for heart failure. Human-induced pluripotent stem cell (hiPSC) derived CMs (hiPSC-CMs) offer the advantages of not having significant ethical issues and having negligible immunological rejection compared to other myocardial regeneration methods. hiPSCs can also produce an unlimited number of human CMs, another advantage they have compared with other cell sources for cardiac regeneration. Numerous researchers have focused their work on promoting the functional maturity of hiPSC-CMs, as well as finding out the precise regulatory mechanisms of each differentiation stage together with the economical and practical methods of acquisition and purification. However, the clinical applications of hiPSC-CMs in drug discovery and cardiac regeneration therapy have yet to be achieved. In this review, we present an overview of various methods for improving the differentiation efficiency of hiPSC-CMs and discuss the differences of electrophysiological characteristics between hiPSC-CMs and matured native CMs. We also introduce approaches for obtaining a large quantity of iPSC-CMs, which are needed to achieve biomanufacturing strategies for building biomimetic three-dimensional tissue constructs using combinations of biomaterials and advanced microfabrication techniques. Recent advances in specific iPSC technology-based drug screening platforms and regeneration therapies can suggest future directions for personalized medicine in biomedical applications.
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Introduction

The heart, one of the most important organs, provides adequate blood flow to other organs and tissues with coordinated contractions. However, the inability of cardiac tissue to regenerate and the inability of cardiomyocytes (CMs) to amplify in vitro makes the cardiac muscle unable to self-heal after myocardial infarction. The only way to replace any infarcted myocardium, which can result from hypertension or heart attack, is by heart transplant. Nonetheless, there are major limitations associated with heart transplantation, including a shortage of organ donors, the need for immunosuppressive medications and problems regarding medical ethics. For this reason, the differentiation of human-induced pluripotent stem cells (hiPSCs) into CMs (hiPSC-CMs) is regarded as one of the most promising alternative treatments for the regeneration of damaged cardiac tissues after myocardial infarction.

HiPSC differentiation was first developed by Takahashi et al., who used a combination of four transcription factors (Oct4, Sox2, c-Myc, and Klf4) to differentiate somatic cells into embryonic stem (ES)-like cells (1). Another group of factors (Oct4, Sox2, Nanog, and Lin28) was used for iPS lines through reprogramming human somatic cells. These kinds of stem cells also had very similar stem cell markers and telomerase activity with embryonic stem cells (ESCs) (2). On the other hand, Moretti et al. infected dermal fibroblasts using retroviral vectors with encoded transcription factors to generate patient-specific pluripotent stem cells, leading to the possibility of establishing reliable human cardiac disease models (3).

Ever since they were first developed, hiPSCs have had promising prospects in medical screening. Currently, animal models such as mice or rats are the most common models in drug screening. However, interspecies differences can lead to many inconsistencies in basic research and clinical trials. Because many diseases are affected by several genetic factors, such as long QT syndrome which is caused by hERG (human Ether-a-go-go Related Gene), it is difficult to establish human-specific disease models using rodent model organisms. The reason why hiPSCs are opening up a new era of translational medicine is because they are not only capable of reconstructing the specific pluripotent cell lines of individual patients, but are also capable of reproducing disease phenotypes. Nonetheless, hiPSC derived CMs are still in the early stages of development. Many pieces of research have highlighted the potential of utilizing iPSC-CMs for cardiac repair, since iPSC-CMs have the potential to become an ideal tool for the screening of therapeutic agents and cardiac cytotoxicity, and their functions can be detected by recording spontaneous and electrical field-stimulated contractions (4,5). On the other hand, disease-specific hiPSC-CMs can be used to test cardiotoxic drug reactions by measuring their action potential duration through a variety of methods, such as early after depolarization (6).

HiPSC-CMs have also had exciting potential applications in personalized medicine. Personalized medicine is a customized model that designs the most appropriate treatments or products based on personal genomic information and relevant internal environment information, resulting in treatments with maximum effects and minimal side effects (7). However, in clinical practice, individual differences among patients greatly impede the drug discovery process and reduce therapeutic effects (8,9). One of the reasons this may happen could be the minor genetic differences between each patient that may contribute to personalized cardiac phenotypes and pathological mechanisms. Therefore, hiPSC-CMs have emerged as an example of a new therapy for serious heart diseases because of their unique advantages, such as their ability to act as a patient-specific cell source, or their ability to create in vitro models of human pathophysiology (10-12). iPSCs are a promising source for constructing personalized heart models for patient-specific drug screening and disease mechanism research, since iPSCs are derived in a patient-specific manner. Meanwhile, the increasingly sophisticated approaches for generating iPSC lines from human cells and the improvements in high through-put physiological assays have laid the foundation for the development of patient-specific disease modeling platforms for preclinical trials (13). Although hiPSCs have advantages over conventional cell lines and animal models, they do not fully reflect the drug’s effect on individuals suffering from disease development and environmental factors. With the rapid development of tissue engineering, the organs-on-chip technologies are expected to be widely used in disease modeling. Despite the enormous potential hiPSCs have for clinical applications, the efficiency and purity of the differentiation have remained as decade-long challenges for scientists.

Recently, several critical reviews have been published about the characterization of differentiated iPSC-CMs, as well as their applications in regenerative therapy, disease modeling and drug screening. Karakikes et al. focused on the molecular, cellular and functional phenotypes of iPSC-
CMs, which could decide the clinical application potential of iPSC-CMs (14). Masumoto et al. concluded their research about cell sheet technologies using temperature-responsive culture surfaces and iPSC-CMs, which presented high differentiation efficiency, for cardiovascular regeneration (15). Also, the therapeutic effects of human pluripotent stem cell (hPSC) derived CMs on myocardial injuries and bioengineering approaches to enhance therapeutic effects were summarized by Park et al. (16). Both Smith et al. and del Álamo et al. proposed iPSC-CMs as a promising platform for disease modeling and drug screening, especially high throughput screening (17,18). Unlike recently published reviews, the current review not only introduces various methods to improve the differentiation efficiency of iPSC-CMs, but also discusses various subtypes of obtained iPSC-CMs and the differences in electrophysiological characteristics between iPSC-CMs and matured native CMs. Furthermore, large-scale differentiation and expansion methods are discussed for achieving biomanufacturing strategies. These are combinatorial approaches with biomaterials and advanced microfabrication methods to engineer iPSC-CMs for creating biomimetic 3D cardiac tissue constructs. Particularly, recent advancements in the application of engineered hiPSC-CMs in cell-free regenerative therapy and heat-on-a-chip for drug screening are also presented. Biomimetic strategies for iPSC-CM laboratory research and personalized clinical applications are systematically introduced here.

**Differentiation and Electrophysiological characteristics of hiPSC-CMs**

The differentiation of CMs from hiPSCs is a committed step in creating artificial cardiac muscle cells and tissues. In this section, various methods to induce the differentiation of hiPSC-CMs, as well as engineering approaches to purify and amplify the hiPSC-CMs, are described. Conceptually, the differentiation of iPSCs is no different than that of embryonic stem cells (ESCs). The differentiation of both iPSCs and ESCs follow the same general procedures (19,20). Therefore, we include some ESC differentiation methods which work for iPSCs as well. The differentiation of hiPSC-CMs makes it possible to obtain patient-specific CMs from adult somatic cells, but hiPSC-CMs are still not identical to original mature CMs. We also summarize the differences between hiPSC-CMs and original mature CMs in terms of electrophysiological characteristics and various subtypes in this section.

**Method to obtain a large quantity of CMs from iPSCs**

Following the methods to differentiate human embryonic stem cells (hESCs), early attempts to differentiate hiPSCs used the spontaneous, embryonic body (EB)-based, CM differentiation system. In these studies, hiPSCs were transferred to suspension cultures, forming three-dimensional (3D) EBs, and then plated on culture dishes coated by gelatin to differentiate. The generated hiPSC-CMs were similar to early stage human CMs in terms of structural and functional properties (21,22). However, the above-mentioned spontaneous EB-based differentiation led to various types of somatic cells being generated, indicating a low conversion ratio and a low purity of hiPSC-CMs. Only 1% to 10% of hPSCs yielded CMs with a conventional EB-based differentiation system.

Inspired by the differentiation that happens in vivo, researchers have utilized a variety of factors that affect in vitro differentiation to regulate the differentiation of hPSC-CMs, resulting in up to 70% of hPSCs yielding CMs (23). Growth factors including the wingless/INT proteins (WNTs), the transforming growth factor-β superfamily (TGF-β), and the fibroblast growth factors (FGFs) have been confirmed to induce specialized differentiation of CMs from hESCs (24-27). By optimizing the concentrations of serum, polyvinyl alcohol, bone morphogenetic protein-4 (BMP-4) and FGF2, together with insulin in a chemically defined medium, contracting human EBs (hEBs) composed of high proportions of cardiac troponin I positive cells were obtained (28). Due to the similarity of hiPSCs and hESCs, most of the above growth factors work for the differentiation of hiPSCs as well (29). The co-culture of hPSCs with END-2 cells or Visceral Endoderm-Like Cells also enhances the differentiation efficiency of hPSC-CMs, which may result from paracrine signaling (30,31).

For improving the differentiation efficiency of hPSC-CMs using growth factors, cells grow as two-dimensional (2D) monolayers that growth factors can uniformly distribute. Later, this monolayer culture method combined with growth factors improved the maturation of CMs, allowing for larger-scale differentiations compared to EB-based CM differentiation approaches (32). By combining a variety of components with monolayers, researchers have increased the purity of CMs dramatically. The combination of activin A and BMP-4 in a serum-free monolayer medium has generated a total of over 50% of contracting CMs (33). Based on this, some universal cardiac differentiation systems were developed. The application of dynamic extracellular
matrices in monolayer cultures promoted the epithelial-mesenchymal transformation of hPSCs and produced CMs of up to 98% purity (34). Temporal modulation of classic WNT signaling regulators could produce 0.8–1.3 million functional CMs per cm² of high purity (80–98%) (35). The combined use of KY02111 and WNT signaling regulators could create robust cardiac differentiation in the absence of any types of cytokines and hormones, such as the previously mentioned BMP-4, Activin A or insulin (36). Here, we summarized a systematic comparison of some mainstream differentiation protocols (Table 1).

While the above methods are effective, they involve the use of various growth factors that are expensive and require long periods of time for concentration optimization. Many researchers have been dedicated to the simplification of differentiation systems for hiPSC-CMs without the use of growth factors. The first fully chemical-defined platform was developed to provide highly reproducible differentiation, which was responsible for furthering the understanding of the needed macromolecules. This simplified platform consisted of only three components: RPMI 1640, L-ascorbic acid 2- phosphate and rice-derived recombinant human albumin (32).

The application of hiPSCs for clinical therapies requires large-scale expansion (Figure 1) and a controlled differentiation process. However, conventional production methods, such as monolayer culture surfaces, offer limited surface and require repeated sub-culturing, making it difficult to adequately supply a large number of cells. Cell reprogramming is significantly affected by various biophysical factors, such as the nanostructure of the cell adhesion matrix, mechanical and electrical stimulations, pH, and oxygen tension, etc. Therefore, elements of the biophysical environment must be controlled in order to produce 3D cell aggregates, named embryoid bodies, in a bioreactor system (38-40). Oxygen concentration is a vital factor, by controlling pO₂ at 30% air saturation, researchers have increased the growth rate, the energetic cell metabolism and the maximum cell concentration (41). Hydrodynamic shear stress is another factor that affects the differentiation efficiency. During the first 3 days, the differentiation protocol was adjusted by intermittent agitation, which resulted in more than 38% higher differentiation efficiency compared with static culture control (42). On this basis, the combination of hypoxia conditions with intermittent agitation gave rise to a 1000-fold increase in CM yields (43). By scaling up a multiwall screen to the bioreactor tank and applying intermittent agitation, researchers obtained 40 million predominantly ventricular-like CMs in 100 mL bioreactors with up to 85% purity (44). Furthermore, some studies have used Cytodex 3 as a microcarrier to differentiate hESCs in the bioreactor tank, and the yields were increased 12-fold compared to standard colony cultures by controlling the oxygen concentration at 20%. This scalable microcarrier system, from a few ml to more than 6,000 L of culture volumes using WNT signaling modulators, can be used to integrate cell propagation and differentiation. By optimizing differentiation conditions and controlling aggregate sizes, a yield of 1.9 million cells per ml was achieved with stirred spinner flask culturing (37). This combination of microcarriers that supports stem cell growth inside of a controlled stirred tank of bioreactors to provide stable differentiation processes hopefully becomes a more efficient solution to the large-scale expansion of hiPSCs. Electrical stimulus also facilitates the growth and differentiation of hiPSCs. By applying an electrical stimulus with frequencies between 0.033 and 1 Hz, cardiac contraction and relaxation were stimulated, and CM-specific genes could be detected (45,46).

**Electrophysiological characteristics and various subtypes**

HiPSCs are advantageous, as they provide a continuous source of cells by being reprogrammed from any somatic cells, such as skin fibroblasts, peripheral blood, extra-embryonic tissue from the umbilical cord and even urine (1,17,47-49). However, hiPSC-CMs are not identical to human CMs in terms of size, maturity, survival period, electrophysiological characteristics, and subtypes. HiPSC-CMs are considered immature when compared to mature CMs. They are smaller in size, resulting in a smaller maximum rate of potential depolarization, a smaller contractile force and a different impulse propagation. HiPSC-CMs are also round or multi-angular, usually single-nucleated, they do not present transverse tubules, and they have underdeveloped sarcoplasmic reticulum; whereas adult CMs are large and rod-like in shape, with 25–57% of the cells multi-nucleated (20,50). Moreover, like other cells with excitability, CMs are excited by the formation of local currents, and their electrophysiological characteristics are the main factors that determine and influence myocardial conductivity. The electrophysiological characteristics of hiPSCs are slightly different from those of mature CMs, and they also have different subtypes compared with CMs. In this section, we summarize the differences
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>DIVs</th>
<th>Differentiation protocols</th>
<th>Efficiency</th>
<th>Purity</th>
<th>Electrophysical functions</th>
<th>Beat rate</th>
<th>Major expressed markers</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Embryoid Bodies</td>
<td>8–9 days</td>
<td>Suspension culturing</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>About 10%</td>
<td>Exhibiting the nodal, atrial, and ventricular phenotypes</td>
<td>41–47 bpm</td>
<td>Nkx2-5, Tnnt2, Myh6, Actn2, Myl7, Myl2, Hppa, Pln</td>
<td>(21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16 days</td>
<td>Suspension culturing + 0.1% gelatin-coated dish</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Stable pacemaker activity and synchronized action potential propagation</td>
<td>21 bpm</td>
<td>Sarcomeric α–actinin, cardiac troponin-I, Cx43, cardiac-specific transcriptional factors (GATA4, MEF-2c, Nkx2.5), Sarcomeric protein (Myh06, Myh-7Mlc-2v, Ctnn), ion channels (Cacna1c, Cacna1d, Kcnh2, Kcnq1)</td>
<td>(22)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embryoid molecules</td>
<td>26 days</td>
<td>WNT signaling molecules</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>α–actinin, cTNT, Nkx2.5</td>
<td>(23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monolayer</td>
<td>9 days</td>
<td>BMP-4 + FGF2 + polyvinyl alcohol + serum + insulin</td>
<td>91.2±1.9%</td>
<td>64–89%</td>
<td>Reproducible action potential duration and conduction velocities</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Mesp1, Nkx2-5, Isl1, Tnnt2, Myh6, Actn2, Tnn3, Cx43</td>
<td>(28)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tissue engineering</td>
<td>25–31 days</td>
<td>3D engineered tissue + WNT signaling</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Promotes I&lt;sub&gt;Na&lt;/sub&gt;, density and action potential upstroke velocity</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>I&lt;sub&gt;Na&lt;/sub&gt;, α–actinin, Na,1.5</td>
<td>(37)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>chemical defined</td>
<td>11–13 days</td>
<td>Basal medium RPMI 1640, L-ascorbic acid 2-phosphate and rice-derived recombinant human albumin</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>80–95%</td>
<td>An atrial-like action potential with a low average maximum diastolic potential (MDP) of −55.2±2.0 mV</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Tnnt2, α–actinin</td>
<td>(32)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
between the hiPSC-CMs and the CMs in vivo, in terms of electrophysiological characteristics and subtypes.

Various experiments have proven that iPSCs can be differentiated into functional CMs and respond. When exposed to β-adrenergic stimulation, an increasing spontaneous rate of reaction and a decreasing duration of action potential were detected (21,51-53). When analyzed by a multi-electrode assay, iPSC-CMs presented an identical dose-dependent change to the field potential waveform after applying ion channel inhibitors, compared to CMs. They were also capable of expressing specific cardiac markers, such as Nkx2.5, atrial natriuretic peptide, and GATA4 (5). However, there are still many differences that hinder the direct application of iPSC-CMs in clinical treatment. The CM clones derived from iPSCs that were generated from human foreskin fibroblasts were similar to certain parts of adult CMs in the excitation-contraction function. Nonetheless, the hiPSC-CMs exhibited a negative force-frequency relationship, milder post-rest potentiation, and less response to ryanodine and caffeine along with similar upstroke velocities with the human left ventricle tissue (53-55).

HiPSC-CMs have different survival periods compared with mature CMs. According to Shiba (56), after injection into a myocardial infarction model, hiPSC-CMs survived for 12 weeks and showed improved systolic function at weeks 4 and 12. Nonetheless, ventricular tachycardia was still a big barrier for clinical use, though it happened transiently. In the late stage (80–120 days), CMs had doubled contraction rates and slow contraction kinetics compared to early-stage CMs. They had hyperpolarized maximum diastolic potentials that increased the amplitudes of the action potentials and had faster upstroke velocities, suggesting that hiPSC-CMs mature slowly to reach a closer resemblance to adult CMs (57). However, the electrophysiological immaturity of hiPSC-CMs don’t preclude them from being accurate models for cardiac diseases. At least, the intact ion channel mechanisms of mature CMs also exist in hiPSC-CMs. In adult CMs, one important functional excitation-contraction coupling component is Ca$^{2+}$. On one hand, the action potential triggers L-type Ca$^{2+}$ channels, which further triggers a membrane Ca$^{2+}$ current (58). On the other hand, the influx of Ca$^{2+}$ triggers Ca$^{2+}$-store release through Ca$^{2+}$-sensitive ryanodine receptors, which are magnified several-fold by the sarohleasnic reticulum (58,59). In hiPSC-CMs, the whole-cell [Ca$^{2+}$] transients depend on two pathways. One is the Ca$^{2+}$ influx through L-type Ca$^{2+}$ channels, and the other one is via intracellular stored Ca$^{2+}$ release (60). The ionic currents and channel gating characteristics are based on their action potentials, which demonstrate the ability of hiPSC-CMs to be treated as models for functional gain and loss genetic disorders, thereby affecting the Na$^{+}$ current (61,62).
Mature CMs can be divided into working CMs and cardiac pacemaker cells. Working CMs are the main part of the atrial and ventricular wall, and they are rich in myofibrils to have the conductivity, the excitability and the specific contractility necessary, while cardiac pacemaker cells have the same conductivity, excitability, and unique resultant rhythm. However, through recording action potentials and based on action potential characteristics, hiPSC-CMs have been recognized as having three categories: nodal cells, ventricular myocyte cells and atrial myocyte cells (Figure 2A). Those cardiac cells differ in regards to the composition of intracellular myofibril and the expression of ion channel proteins, which cause differences in action potential and contraction rhythm (Figure 2B) (63). Therefore, it is important to transplant a single subtype of CM according to the appropriate type and purity among the three subtypes of hiPSC-derived CMs. When done so, ventricular-like action potentials showed maximum diastolic potentials which are close to adult CMs (62).

The expression of voltage-sensitive fluorescent proteins driven by subtype-specific promoters in atrial-, nodal-, and ventricular-like hiPSC-CMs allow different subtypes to be distinguished and allow precise disease phenotyping to be explored (64). Many methods have been developed to guide the differentiation towards an ideal subtype. When early clusters were transferred into an FBS-enriched culture medium, as soon as they were differentiated into spontaneously beating clusters, working-type cardiomyogenic differentiation was suppressed. The clusters
were composed of 63.4% nodal-types and 36.6% atrial-types, while no ventricular-types were observed. These selectively differentiated cells with nodal-type properties were only media-based (65). In another research project, molecular beacons targeting mRNA related to working-type CMs were established to separate high throughput and specificity working-type CMs from nodal-type CMs (66). In addition, controlling the expansion in scalable suspension culture produced ventricular-like CMs with up to 85% purity (44).

**Engineered 3D heart tissue using hiPSC-CMs**

The main goal of tissue engineering is to build a functional tissue or organ which can reproduce the physical structure and physiological signals of the original tissue. To support these functions, cell-cell interaction is of great importance, especially between CMs and cardiac fibroblasts or endothelial cells. Cardiac fibroblasts in co-culture with CMs provide the appropriate mechanical properties to support the extracellular matrix, while endothelial cells provide advantages for essential nutrients and oxygen delivery, especially during the transition to thick tissues. In this section, we summarize the application of hiPSC-CMs in tissue engineering, including various appropriate biomaterials and microfabrication methods for achieving the regeneration and reproduction goal.

**Biomaterials**

Biomaterials provide environments where cells can adhere, survive, proliferate and differentiate. For creating functional 3D heart tissues, biomaterials should possess several unique properties such as biocompatibility, nanofibrous features, and biological activity to resemble native ECMs. Furthermore, the ability to tune the electrical conductivity and the mechanical properties of biomaterials could improve the maturation and differentiation of iPSC-CMs, making it possible to mimic the contractile behavior of native cardiac tissue. Several biocompatible materials, including natural polymer-based hydrogels, synthetic polymer based electrospun fibers, and decellularized native tissue have been applied to the creation of 3D heart tissue.

Hydrogels, including fibrin, gelatin, collagen, matrigel, chitosan and their various combinations, are the most common materials used for 3D bioprinting. Bioactive hydrogels such as gelatin, collagen and fibrin can support cell adhesion, cell encapsulation, oxygen and nutrient penetration, and secretion of waste products (67-70). The combination of different hydrogels such as gelatin-methacryloyl (GelMA) are reported to possess better performance in terms of cell stability and viability (71-74). In other studies, electrically conductive materials such as carbon nanotubes (CNT), gold nanoparticles, conducting polymers and reduced graphene oxide (rGO) were composited to GelMA or other biomaterials to improve electrical conductivity (75,76). Synthetic polymer based electrospun fibers provide stronger mechanical properties compared with hydrogels (77) and contribute to the formation of aligned cellular structures. Electrospun nanofibers from various materials, including poly (l-lactic acid) (PLA)/polyaniline (PANI) blend (78), PLA together with chitosan (79), gelatin (80), and silk fibroin/poly(ester-urethane) urea (81) have been used as scaffolds for heart tissue and have achieved positive results. On the other hand, decellularized native tissue made by removing xenogeneic cells from sacrificial tissue/organs can be a suitable scaffold for heart tissue since it retains the original extracellular matrix and membrane-associated proteins (82,83). By repopulating hiPSC-CMs to decellularized tissue, heart tissue with robust electrophysiological and contractile functions can be obtained (84,85). Each of the above biomaterials has advantages and drawbacks. Hydrogels are easy to fabric, store, and deliver, and are suitable for 3D bioprinting. However, they lack biological complexity and their mechanical strength is not able to pair with real heart tissue, especially in terms of anisotropy. Decellularized tissue almost perfectly duplicates real heart tissue, retaining the biological complexity, but is laborious to complete. Electrospun fibers provide favorable mechanical properties and conductivity but are hard to process into complex 3D structures.

**Microfabrication methods**

Native tissues and organs usually have well-organized and complex 3D structures consisting of various types of cells, extracellular matrices (ECM) and chemical and physical signaling cues (86,87). Particularly, in cardiac tissue, which consists of dense, quasi-lamellar and highly vascularized tissues, the functional syncytia of CMs tightly connects with gap junctions (88,89). In order to mimic the complex functions of native tissues, especially cardiac tissue, it is important to construct highly organized and functional 3D tissue structures in vitro, including various bioprinting and bioassembly approaches.
Bioprinting has emerged as a technology that can potentially address the above issues in the fabrication of vascularized cardiac tissue constructs, compared with conventional microfabrication techniques. Fabrication of artificial tissues or organs usually rely on additive manufacturing, also known as 3D printing. This method was firstly described in 1986 and later widely used in various areas such as engineering, manufacturing, and art. It consists of printing biocompatible materials, such as scaffolds, living cells and biochemicals into a complex artificial tissue, where they are precisely positioned into complex spatial structures to mimic the structure and function of living tissues. There are mainly three types of bioprinting methods: inkjet bioprinting, microextrusion, and photocuring bioprinting.

Inspired by conventional 2D inkjet printing, 3D inkjet bioprinting was the first technology applied to the microfabrication of artificial tissues (90). The extruded solution is stored in the ink cartridge and consists of biological materials, biochemicals, and living cells, which has also become known as a bioink. A substrate which can move relatively to the cartridge is placed below it to support the final construct (91,92). During printing, thermal (93) or acoustic force (92,94,95) is utilized to eject the bioink onto the substrate. The thermal ejection uses an electrical heater to heat the print head to produce vapor bubbles and generate air pressure which forces the droplet from the nozzle. The acoustic ejection uses piezoelectric materials to generate jet force. When electrically actuated, these piezoelectric materials deform rapidly and press the liquid to eject droplets from the nozzle. The inkjet method can print at high speed and achieve relatively high cell viability (96-98). Meanwhile, the printing devices are usually affordable since they share a similar structure and machine components with commercial 3D printers. However, inkjet printers are not compatible with high viscosity or high cell density bioinks because of the low power of the heater or the piezoelectric actuator (99-102). Low viscosity bioinks can still settle in the cartridge, increasing the viscosity, therefore clogging the nozzle, which is known as the settling effect (101,102).

Extrusion printing is another common and affordable bioprinting method. Applying force through air pressure or mechanical screw allows the bioinks to extrude continuously and dispense themselves on the substrate layer by layer. This method is capable of printing almost all types of bioinks with various viscosities. However, extrusion printing has difficulty in precisely controlling the deposited mass. Additionally, extrusion printing is thought to reduce cell viability, since it applies a large mechanical stress on the cells (103,104). Photocuring bioprinting focuses UV light on the substrate to crosslink the photocurable polymer solution and scan over the surface to generate a layer as the substrate moves along the z-axis to enable 3D constructs. This technique allows for high resolution and thin layers, and can minimize potential cell damage by carefully optimizing the light source and the printing conditions. However, photocuring printing is only compatible with photocurable polymers, which limits the selection of bioinks. There are several other kinds of microfabrication methods for cardiac tissue, such as surface cell seeding on 3D printed scaffolds (105-107), creating channel networks within engineered tissue constructs by using sacrificial materials (108,109) and repopulating a decellularized matrix with a desired cell population (82,83,110). So far, no clinical cardiac tissue has been bioprinted; however, a combination of multiple bioprinting methods may further facilitate the development of the microfabrication of cardiac tissue.

Bioassembly refers to seeding cells in a predefined 2D or 3D construct, such as polymer scaffolds, ECM hydrogels or PDMS molds. Various bioassembly techniques were developed to facilitate cell aggregation, including acoustic field-guided assembly, magnetic field-guided assembly, gravity-driven assembly and molecular recognition-assisted self-assembly (111). In recent years, many techniques were applied to establishing 3D hiPSC-CMs tissues. For example, a cellular self-assembly cardiac tissue was developed by seeding hiPSC-CMs onto a frame assembled with a PDMS mold, which showed significantly different responses to drugs compared to monolayer cultured cells (112). Compared to 2D culturing, this formed tissue exhibited more functional cardiac tissue characteristics and had a more sensitive response to drugs with high throughput drug screening. Additionally, Faraday waves were used to promote hiPSC-CMs aggregated into predefined 3D constructs, rapidly enabling packing densities to resemble the architecture of the native myocardium at 108-109 cells/mL, which showed mature contractile function (113).

Recently, biomimetic scaffolds have been developed by optimizing the chitosan/collagen ratio and the temperature to achieve the stiffness of native cardiac tissue. The combination of directional micro-pores and a branched channel network enhanced the permeability of the scaffold. The synchronized beating of engineered myocardial tissue was achieved under electrical stimulation (114). Along with topographies, surface chemistry exhibited significant influence on the aggregation of hiPSC-CMs. Through
aqueous atom transfer radical polymerization routes, poly(lactic acid) (PLA) microparticles were developed to mediate adhesion and enhanced contractility of hiPSC-CMs (115). Attempting to increase the efficiency and survival rate of CMs, bioassembly techniques avoid invasive fabrication and generate closely packed CMs-containing fabrication units through cell-driven organization in a short time.

Applications of iPSC-CMs

Heart failure has been a leading cause of death across the world over the last decade. Since myocardial cells are terminally differentiated with a limited capacity for division, and the adult heart lacks effective repair mechanisms, cell-based regenerative therapy has been emerging as a novel therapeutic paradigm for myocardial repair. iPSC-CMs have been widely touted to have tremendous potential for repairing damaged heart tissue due to the large-scale production of hiPSC-CMs, providing a reliable source of cells for cardiac muscle transplants. In addition, there have been relatively few new drugs in the market for heart disease treatment (116,117). The main challenge in developing new drugs for heart disease is that the positive results from pre-clinical studies are often in contradiction with frequent frustrating outcomes in larger trials (116). A potential explanation for the challenges of developing new cardiac vascular disease (CVD) drugs is the lack of a suitable platform to screen for novel therapeutic strategies. In the last decade, drug toxicity and disease modeling have largely depended on animal models, which have serious drawbacks. Differences in pathophysiology, drug metabolism, and species-specific gene expression between humans and animals hinder the translational extension of testing the results of potential drugs’ efficacy and toxicity from animal models to clinical patients (9,116,117). HiPSCs can provide researchers with a limitless number of disease-relevant cells and can allow us to mimic the in vivo environment of a human. In the following parts, developments in the applications of iPSCs in regenerative medicine and drug screening are discussed in more detail.

Regenerative engineering

Now, there are two main effective strategies for treating heart failure, heart transplantation and ventricular assist devices (VADs). However, the development of current treatments for myocardial infarction (MI) are usually limited by many issues, including donor organ shortages, immunological rejection and invasive operations. Recently, the autologous transplantation of iPSC-CMs has had an extensive consensus to be a promising alternative strategy because of the exclusion of the possibility of immune rejection compared with other cell sources (118). The feasibility of autologous iPS-C-M therapy in clinical treatment is unclear because of the time, labor and cost, and the early-phase clinical trial results of autologous stem cell therapy are disappointing (118). Therefore, allogeneic transplantation of iPSC-CMs has attracted a lot of attention, despite the possibility of graft rejection. A potential approach for avoiding post-transplant immune response is by using major histocompatibility complex (MHC)-matched transplants. To fully validate the feasibility of MHC-matched allogeneic transplantation, Shiba et al. used a cynomolgus monkey whose MHC structure is similar to humans to establish an allogeneic transplantation model (56). Results showed that the iPSC-CMs injected directly into the intra-myocardial area successfully survived and that there was no evidence of immune rejection in monkeys subjected to myocardial infarction within 12 weeks. However, the incidence of non-lethal post-transplant ventricular tachycardia was observed, encouraging more efforts to investigate iPSC-CMs-induced arrhythmia before further studies in clinical settings. Besides the risk of serious arrhythmia, there are several major hurdles that need to be overcome before clinical application, such as the possibility of teratoma formation due to oncogenic factors from contaminating fractions of iPSCs, poor electrical uncoupling between grafted and native cardiac tissue, as well as the short survival time and retention of implanted stem cells in the injured myocardium (56,118,119). To address these shortcomings, several approaches have been proposed. First, in terms of iPSC-CM purity, researchers genetically modified iPSCs in vitro during differentiation to express a Zeocin™ resistance gene in the presence of the cardiac-specific α-myosin heavy chain (α-MHC, MYH6) promoter (119). As shown in Figure 3A,B, transplanted purified iPSC-CM grafts developed typical cardiac features, e.g., mature sarcomeric structures, on the 7th day after intramyocardial injection. A study also reported that the inhibition of stearoyl-coA desaturase (SCD) could eliminate the tumorigenicity of undifferentiated iPSC derivatives by significantly decreasing the expression of Nanog, a marker for both cell pluripotency and tumor progression (121). Second, a comparable improvement of electrical coupling was also achieved by coculture with soluble factors secreted by MSCs, promoting the functional integration of iPSC-
CMs into myocardial tissue (122). Third, to improve the survival and retention of transplanted iPSC-CMs, tissue engineering, an intelligent interdisciplinary strategy that combines cells, biomaterials and engineering methods to develop biological tissues, is becoming a promising strategy. Kawamura et al. introduced a cell-sheet method combined with a momentum flap to supply transplanted iPSC-CMs with enhanced blood via increased angiogenesis (123). Li et al. developed a folic acid derived hydrogel which could improve the survival and retention of encapsulated iPSC-CMs in MI models, improving the therapeutic efficacy (124). Masumoto et al. reported that they generated CMs, endothelial cells (ECs), and vascular mural cells (MCs) from hiPSCs and created engineered cardiac tissues (ECTs) composed of these three cellular compositions, validating that the incorporation of vascular cells derived from hiPSCs could enhance the maturation and function of cardiac tissue (125). Regarding engineering methods, it must be mentioned that Noor et al. developed a simple bioprinting approach to fabricate a vascularized cardiac patch using iPSC-CMs and EC. The capability to print a functional vascularized patch according to patient’s anatomy further validates the potential of heart engineering in clinical regenerative therapy (126).

The delivery of cardiac tissue derived from hiPSC-CMs has demonstrated a promising therapeutic strategy for cardiac repair after MI. Although the efforts mentioned above have decreased the clinical risk, their effects and mechanisms of action remain unclear. Recently, some studies described a new cell free therapy that could improve cardiac recovery after MI through the delivery of exosomes isolated from iPSC-CMs (127-129). The direct injection of extracellular vesicles (EV) secreted by iPSC-CMs into MI hearts has shown a strong repairing effect in preclinical animal models (127). The delivery of EVs from cardiac patches and hydrogels to the heart in a sustainable and minimally invasive manner could be realized thanks to advances in biomaterials. Reporting in Nature Biomedical Engineering, Gordana Vunjak-Novakovic and colleagues found that, compared with iPSC-EVs, iPSC-
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**Figure 3** Purified iPSC-CM after transplantation and iPSC-CM based drug screening platform. (A,B) Intramyocardial transplantation of genetically purified iPSC-CMs detected by CFDA SE (carboxyfluorescein diacetate succinimidyl ester) tracer. Adapted with permission from Rojas et al. 2017, PloS One (119). (A) Brightfield overlay and tracer positive iPSC-CM grafts at 7 days after transplantation. (B) iPSC-CMs in the infarct penumbra are in close proximity to host CMs, while surrounded by infiltrated host cells in the infarct area. The graft near the host’s myocardium exhibits sarcomeric structures. Scale bars: 400 μm. (C,D,E,F) Application of iPSC-CMs platform in drug screening. Adapted with permission from Mathur A et al. 2015 Scientific reports (120). (C) Isoproterenol, (D) verapamil, (E) metoprolol, and (F) E4031 induces a dose-dependent beating behavior (EC50 of isoproterenol: 315 nM, IC50 of verapamil: 950 nM, IC50 of metoprolol: 2.3 μM, IC50 of E4031: 1.9 nM).
CM-EVs have greater therapeutic potential in vitro. They encapsulated iPSC-CM-EVs into a collagen gel foam mesh to develop a hydrogel patch capable of delivering EVs continuously (128). They successfully proved that the delivery of EVs from the hydrogel patch attenuated pathological hypertrophy and promoted functional recovery after ischemic injury. Despite more effort being needed to completely understand the underlying mechanisms behind the function of iPSC-CM-EVs, this cell-free therapy based on EVs represents a brand-new direction for heart recovery investigation and heart injury treatment.

In vitro models

The use of iPSCs in cardiovascular research has attracted a lot of attention due to iPSC-CMs having similar properties to CMs in vitro, including numerous drug-affected targets and disease-related genetic mutations, making it possible to use these cells for drug screening with or without inducing specific disease phenotypes, as well as exploring the pathological mechanisms of heart disease (130).

Without specific induced phenotypes, iPSC-CMs can be used as a pre-clinical cardiac platform for screening the cardiotoxicity of drug candidates before clinical testing (14,130-138). Particularly, rare drug-induced fatal ventricular arrhythmia, such as torsades de pointes (TdP), is the focus of cardiac safety within the current regulatory guidelines (14,139). By evaluating the current state of drug-induced TdP iPSC-CM models through a microelectrode array (MEA) and voltage-sensing optical (VSO) techniques, Blinova et al. recently used 2 commercial hiPSC-CMs to detect the cellular electrophysiology (EP) effect of 28 drugs which have been known to have clinical TdP risk (117). However, several experimental limitations of hiPSC-CM assays in TdP risk are worth noting. This study is not statistically significant enough due to the limitations of cell sources, experimental sites, readouts and culture conditions, especially the fact that hiPSCs from healthy people may differ significantly from patients in terms of genetic predisposition, which decide the personal clinical risk of arrhythmia (117,140). Moreover, the cardiotoxicity effects or cardioprotective responses of new chemical entities (NCEs) are variable between different iPSC lines, which can be explained by the genetic differences of the donors. The clinical cardiotoxicity of chemotherapeutic agents varies largely among different people, from 8% to 26% for doxorubicin, 5% to 30% for paclitaxel, or 7% to 28% for trastuzumab (117,140). Considering the genetic diversity of clinical patients, the sources of iPSC-CMs should be enlarged. Choosing donors with varied backgrounds might improve the predictivity of the iPSC-CM cardiac safety screening platform by taking a lot of factors into consideration, such as gender, race, and genetic diversity.

In the case of disease-specific iPSC-CM models, Drawnel et al. used iPSC-CMs to create environmental in vitro models of diabetic cardiomyopathy (DCM) by exposing cells to a diabetogenic environment so that the cells could recapitulate a phenotypic surrogate of DCM (141). Through stimulating commercial iPSC-CMs with hydrogen peroxide, Fiedler et al. developed an ischemic injury model characterized by a loss of CMs that damages heart function, which is the most probable pathological mechanism of heart failure (137). These studies confirmed the utility of hiPSC-CM models in drug discovery to validate targets and develop compounds for target treatments. Furthermore, using hiPSC-CMs inherited from diseased individuals, patient specific-disease models could be applied to a drug screening platform that could test drug candidates and identify disease targets for the discovery of therapeutic strategies for diseases.

In addition to cardiac disease models, iPSC-CMs are potential platforms for drug toxicity models, especially chemotherapy-induced cardiotoxicity. Cardiac dysfunction induced by chemotherapies could be recapitulated by hiPSC-CMs at a single-cell level. For example, Burridge et al. generated hiPSC-CMs from breast cancer patients with clinical doxorubicin cardiotoxicity and found that these cells had a predilection for doxorubicin side effects (142). The in vitro cardiac model presented numerous doxorubicin-induced cardiotoxicity phenotypes, such as sarcomere disruption, oxidative stress, and CM death. One recent study found that iPSC-CMs generated from patients receiving trastuzumab therapy could recapitulate the patient-specific response to trastuzumab therapy and the clinical features of patients’ phenotypes in vitro (10). They also demonstrated the therapeutic potential of targeting the altered metabolism pathway, which underlies the cardiac dysfunction induced by trastuzumab therapy, in mitigating the side effects of trastuzumab therapy in patients with cancer. Taken together, drug toxicity models enable the investigation of the mechanisms of drug-induced cardiac dysfunction and the ability to search for a potential therapy for a specific target.
**Hearts-on-chips**

Heart-on-chips, also known as micro physiological systems (MPS), have emerged as a promising candidate for cardiac safety and for the efficacy of screening platforms for preclinical NCEs. The heart-on-a-chip is an innovative multidiscipline 3D cardiac tissue fabrication approach to reproduce cardiac tissue for the study of the heart (11,117,143,144). Microsystem engineering allows researchers to develop a micro-physiological environment composed of cardiac cells that recapitulate some level of cardiac tissue or organ architecture and function in vitro with the advantage needing fewer cells and having higher reproducibility (144). Mathur et al. successfully developed a cardiac microphysiological system to predict the cardiotoxicity of drugs. This in vitro platform showed a dose-dependent toxicity of several drugs on the cardiac constructs which was consistent with clinical observations (Figure 3C,D,E,F) (120). Weng et al. also developed a 3D microfluidic device comprised of tumor cell spheroids, iPSC-CMs and iPS-ECs. This iPSC-CM-EC-tumor-on-a-chip could simultaneously assess cardiac toxicity and the anti-tumor effects of drugs at the same time (145). The iPSC-CM based heart-on-a-chip is widely recognized as a miniaturized 3D cardiac tissue and heart model. However, before the iPSC-CM based heart-on-a-chip becomes a useful approach for drug discovery in the industry, there are still some challenges that need to be addressed beforehand, such as a lack of large-scale production, a continuous and automated process, as well as quality control in the fabrication process. To solve these technical problems, many novel strategies were explored by researchers. Lind et al. developed an easy-handle approach to fabricate a new class of iPSC-CM based heart-on-a-chip using 3D printing. By designing six functional inks, they obtained physio-mimetic cardiac tissue and intact integrated sensors. The drug response of this heart-on-a-chip was validated by assessing the contractile profile of cardiac tissue over one month (146). Additionally, the predictive power of this heart-on-a-chip for pharmaceutical screening was significantly affected by the functional assembly and maturation of iPSC-CMs. Considering the impact of pericellular micro-environment cues on individual iPSC-CMs, Zhao et al. investigated the effects of cell seeding density, cell types, the percentage of non-myocyte populations, and the types of hydrogels used for tissue inoculation and electrical conditioning regimes on iPSC-CM assembly using a novel heart-on-a-chip system. They confirmed that the robustness and fidelity of iPSC-CM-derived cardiac tissue for drug screening and disease modeling could be improved by optimizing these micro-environmental cues. It was also indicated that the heart-on-a-chip system could be used as an in vitro platform for exploring the mechanisms underlying iPSC-CM differentiation and maturation (147). Huebsch et al. (148) also developed a new approach that combined features of engineered heart muscle and cardiospheres to produce miniaturized heart-on-chips: Micro-Heart Muscle (μHM) arrays, which were presented as a new platform for studying CM maturation, disease and cardiotoxicity in vitro (Figure 4A). After optimizing the design criteria for each individual component of the dogbone-shape array, uniaxial beating was successfully induced in a 100 μm width channel in the shaft region (Figure 4B). It was further found that the sarcomeres of μHM formed within heart-on-chips exhibited extensive organization throughout the shaft region (Figure 4C). Additionally, morphologically complex fibers of μHM were shown in SEM images (Figure 4D,E,F,G). In this way, a simple fabrication strategy to yield superior morphological and functional μHMs using a small quantity of iPSC-CMs was presented, exploring the application of iPSC-CMs in disease modeling and drug screening (148).

The tissue composition and construction of an in vitro 3D microdevice incorporated with vascular perfusion could be precisely controlled with microfabrication techniques. To reproduce the hierarchical structure of the native myocardium, Zhang et al. proposed an innovative 3D bioprinting technology-based hybrid strategy to fabricate a myocardium integrated with blood vessels (149). They directly printed a 3D construct using a microfibrous hydrogel encapsulated with endothelial cells that could form a confluent endothelium, followed by seeding CMs derived from iPSC-CMs that could generate an aligned myocardium. Then, this multi-cell 3D bed was embedded into a bioreactor with microfluidic perfusion to create a composite endothelium-myocardium-on-a-chip platform. The heart-on-a-chip could be applied to preclinical drug evaluation and regenerative medicine as a highly promising study platform for drug discovery and for modeling inheritable cardiac disease (11,130,150).

**Future uses of iPSC-CMs in drug screening: personalized medicine**

Clinically, genetic differences among patients that may contribute to personalized cardiac phenotypes and pathology mechanisms have greatly hindered the drug discovery
Figure 4 Generating aligned and unidirectionally contracting cardiac micro-muscles using a minimal number of iPS-CMs. Adapted with permission from Huebsch et al. 2017, Sci Rep (148). (A) Schematic of producing μHM arrays. (B) Red vectors showing the direction and magnitude of contractile motion of iPS-CM and isogenic fibroblasts seeded in knob (right) and shaft region (left). (C) Representative immunofluorescence staining images of iPS-CM (sarcomeric α-actinin, green; nuclear counterstain, blue) in a 2-week-old μHM. (D,E,F,G) Representative SEM images of substrate-anchored μHM.

process and have reduced treatment efficacy (65,66). Therefore, hiPSC-CMs have emerged as an exciting paradigm to revolutionize the discovery of new drugs for serious heart conditions because they are a patient-specific cell source and because of their ability to generate heart tissue models which can be used for personalized drug screening platforms and for understanding patient-specific disease mechanisms (151-153). These “trials in-a-dish” have gained popularity among many researchers who are now using iPSC-CM models to predict both the cardiac toxicity and the treatment effectiveness of drugs, as well as for testing therapeutic strategies (10,116,154). In the future, it is conceivable that an iPSC technology-based screening platform might make personalized “drug screens” possible at an individual level (117,142,155). By generating iPSCs from a patient’s somatic cells, derived CMs from patient-specific iPSCs were used to represent single-cell phenotype features of a specific patient and their disease (120,156). In the study mentioned above, Drawnel et al. found out that diabetic patient-derived iPSC-CMs showed DCM phenotypes, which depend on the clinical status of the original donor, without exposure to diabetic stimulus, showing the potential of patient-derived iPSC-CMs for pathogenesis research and drug discovery (141). The recapitulation of the DCM phenotype at different clinical statuses in patient specific iPSC-CMs was demonstrated in many aspects, such as CM score, frequency of calcium transients, irregularity of beating rate, levels of intracellular lipid and the extent of lipid peroxidation. Consequently, it should be possible to develop personalized drugs for specific individual targets that are unique for specific groups of patients, thereby improving treatment efficiency and reducing adverse effects in clinical
practice. Briefly, the hiPSC-CMs facilitate the development of personalized medicine approaches, which depend on the response of patient-specific cells to drugs (141).

**Challenges and future perspectives**

The manufacturing of human iPSC master cell banks has been reported recently and the cells have proven to differentiate towards specific lineages, which represents a significant breakthrough in the field of regenerative medicine. Potential applications of iPSC-CMs include cardiac regeneration therapy, drug selection and disease models. Since 1997, the number of drugs withdrawn from clinical use keeps increasing due to cardiotoxicity (157). Nowadays, high-throughput drug cardiotoxicity screening based on hiPSC-CMs has gradually matured, which will greatly reduce the research and development costs. However, the efficiency and economy of the large-scale producing methods for hiPSC-CMs still need to be improved. Models that elucidate the genetic and epigenetic mechanisms that regulate cell differentiation will be of great help to the large-scale production and purification of iPSC-CMs. Other challenges which surround iPSC-CMs also include tumorigenesis in long-term culture and the low level of iPSC-CMs’ maturity.

Despite advances in exploring strategies for regeneration therapy, including 3D printing, organ-on-a-chip, and the molecular basis of artificial cardiac tissue, their roles in CM differentiation, the function of mature specific subtype CMs and disease development remain rarely defined. A major impedance is the immaturity of hiPSC-CMs in contractility, calcium handling and electrophysiology. The main reason is that specific environmental stimuli and transcriptional regulations are required to synergistically trigger maturation (158). Additionally, there are no fully accepted criteria to assess hiPSCs, whether in transcriptomic, genetic or epigenetic approaches.

A potential technical obstruction of the application of iPSC-CMs is the obvious immature phenotype in vitro differentiated iPSC-CMs have in terms of ultrastructure and electrophysiological properties. Indeed, the cellular immaturity of iPSC-CMs was exemplified in one study mentioned above. Paul W. Burridge et al. evaluated the effect of a cardioprotective compound in the presence of doxorubicin on iPSC-CMs, in which dextrazoxane, the drug against doxorubicin-induced cardiotoxicity, showed increased toxicity, diverging from the clinical experience (142). Several methods have been proposed to promote CM maturation in vitro, including growth factors, electrical and mechanical stimulation, and 3D culture (158-163). To some extent, the immaturity of iPSC-CMs could be explained by the lack of information on cell-cell and cell-matrix communication in a 2D monolayer culture platform. In addition, it is worth mentioning that the responses of CMs to injury and drugs are dramatically affected by the native heart environment, which is composed of cardiac fibroblasts, vascular endothelial cells, smooth muscle cells, leukocytes and an organized extracellular matrix (9,17,154,164). Furthermore, in contrast to electrophysiological disorders and cell-autonomous disorders, noncellular autonomic pathogenesis and structure-related disease phenotypes are more closely correlated to other types of cells in heart tissues other than CMs. Compared with the traditional two-dimensional (2D) monolayer culture method, 3D iPSC-CM cardiac models, when integrated with other cardiac cell types, are more identical to the in vivo environment of human clinical pathophysiology than 2D models. The 3D model could provide both a biomimetic and complex environment to mimic in vivo. In such a case, there is a compelling need for further refinements to construct a 3D heart model to mimic the in vivo heart environment faithfully. But there have been big issues for the therapeutic strategy using iPSCs. The strategy cannot be performed quickly enough to treat patients with their specific somatic cells, because many CVDs progress rapidly while many aspects of establishing iPSCs take long periods of time, such as reprogramming cells, maintaining or expanding cell numbers and ensuring the quality and safety of the procedure. That is the reason why the consortium was built by Dr. Shinya Yamanaka et al. (165) who developed iPSCs. The consortium is gathering somatic cells from healthy human leukocyte antigens (HLA) homo donors with around 100–300 different HLA. Those homo HLA cells are stocked after reprogramming them into iPSCs and after qualification. They cover more than 90% of the popularity in the world and can be directly transplanted into patients with the same HLA type (165).

**Conclusions**

HiPSCs are the only reliable source of CMs and cardiac progenitor cells at present, offering hope for clinical applications in patients who need cardiac regeneration therapy. HiPSC-CMs avoid interspecies differences and function as an efficient drug screening platform for humans while enhancing the development of personalized medicine.
Methods for inducing iPSC differentiation and for purifying iPSC-CMs have been developed, as well as engineering approaches that allow for the large-scale production of iPSC-CMs. Several new generations of strategies to strengthen the possibilities of iPSC-CM applications for clinical use have been proposed, including adding miRNA or micro molecules, improving 3D scaffolds, establishing 3D iPSC-CM cardiac models integrated with various types of CMs and building specific iPSC technology-based screening platforms. However, these studies are still in their early stages and have not yet been devoted to clinical use. Researchers still need to make efforts in many aspects, such as avoiding inter batch variation and arrhythmia, improving the long-term viability and the cell purification, and predicting which maturity level of iPSC-CMs are better to be transplanted in order to functionally integrate with host CMs. Nevertheless, it is clear that in the future, regenerative medicine will become more efficient and accurate, and iPSC-CMs will play an important role in screening cardiac drug development and promoting tissue repair.
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